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MONAGAN WINS
BY 82 VOTES

Stockton, California, Friday, April 25, 1941

ORTON

Lee, Dow, Elected to High Posts;
Run-off for Secretaryship

Gholz Heads
Local
C. S. T. A.

Marge Lee squeezed out a nar
row victory over Lois Bugbee
with the final tally reading 348
to 337 for the vice-presidency.
A run off will be necessary for
the office of secretary with the
three candidates bunched to
gether. Doris Guernsey was on
top with 252 votes. Jane O'Con
nor with 219 and Ethel Stark
with 218 followed. The runoff
Will be held between O'Connor
and Guernsey.
Les Dow took over the reins
for treasurer, nosing out Dick
Stebbins by a 354-342 count.
COMMITTEEMEN

In th race for the five officers
at large of the publications com
mittee Irvine Sprague carried the
highest vote with 470, followed by
End Stefan with 395, Bill Lunt
With 422, Bob Conaway tallying
^19, and Marge Thatcher polled
232. George Kapel with 329 and
Jeanne Dagg with 277 also were
candidates.

Melvin Gholz was elected presi
dent of the C. S. T. A. on the
campus for next year at Wednes
day night's meeting of the group.
Running against him was Lois
Bugbee.
Audrey Segale was chosen over
Elaine Brink for the position of
secretary.
The meeting opened with a re
port by Gholz on the C. S. T. A.
convention in San Francisco,
which he attended.
The vice president and two
members at large will be chosen
next year.
After the business meeting the
members danced and refresh
ments were served. Orvell Fletch
er presided.

In the executive committee Rev. Pratt Talks to
Allen Breed climbed the
t°P rung of the ladder to poll 315 Public Affairs
"markers. The other four members Group
* ected were Bob Nikkei with
The Reverend George Foster
" > Joe Kegler with 253, Leslie
Pratt
of St. John's Episcopal
toioles with 248, and Gene Harter
church addressed the Public Af
With 241.
fairs committee yesterday after
th^f J°^owing candidates were noon in the S. C. A. building.
® also rans" for ex committee
He told of the decisions made
as: Weldon West, 219; Joe
L
at the Malvern Conference of
aw. 194; Ken Hastin, 149; Blair
leaders of the Church of Eng
Ml! Tom Bowe, 232;
land where proposed war aims
le Hogan, 229; Ed Fay, 145;
were formulated. His speech is
f"1 Thomas, 184; Glenn West, a part of the committee's series
discussin war aims from the
Jerry
Winter
%ht
—captured the British and American standpoint.
Next Thursday at 4115 Dr.
PCA
, t0 lead the leather lunged
PsA'ers
for next year as he Harold Jacoby will speak on
Piled
yel, 457 votes in the race for "Labor in War Time."
124 Ieader- Chuck Capps with
\»er and Art Schwartz with 100
ttle °ther candidates.
secretary will probably be held
CLOSING
next Tuesday.
y
s'ruggle

inter,S'eri3ay's
Sirs

lfled

stude°n
Votes °tS
-,
'n

There was a rumor last night

elect'on

interest

thG Part of

showed an
at press time that re-counts were
in PSA afthe Pacific

to

be taken for several of the

*be largest major offices, but these were
activities being cast. the results as announced as the
re-run for the office of WEEKLY went to the press.
one of

Boom! Mardi Gras
Explodes Tonight
Queen, Princess, Russ Morgan
Share Spotlight at PSA Ball

Bob Monagan is the newly elected president of the
pSA with a total of 396 votes, while the opposing candate, Bill Hunefeld, Jr., received 314.
In one of the hottest elections in years in which
there was but a narrow margin between all candidates,
the race was as close in the*
ether PSA offices than president.
HOT TIME

No. 28

DWAYNE ORTON, presi
dent of Stockton Junior
College, has been invited
to membership on the ad
visory board of the Nation
al Youth Administration.

Orfon Invited
To Membership
On Committee

Membership on the state advis
ory committee of the National
Youth Administration for Cali
fornia has been extended to
Dwayne Orton, president of Stock
ton Junior College. For the past
year Mr. Orton has been serving
as chairman of the junior col
lege committee on national de
fense, which is set up in coopera
tion with the NYA and the state
department of education. He is
also a member of the College
Work Council for national de
fense activity.
A twenty-five page pamphlet
under the title "Coordination of
California Youth Agencies" and
written by Dwayne Orton last
fall was circulated throughout
nation by the National Youth Ad
ministration as a guide for simi
lar activities in other states.

Social Welfare
Group to Have
Speaker

Roaring out of the realm of "Things to Come," the
1941 Mardi Gras Special arrives at Stockton Civic
Memorial Auditorium tonight.
Bells ringing, whistles screaming,laden with gaily
costumed Pacificites, alumni, and faculty, the long
-awaited streamliner is scheduled
to arrive at 9 p. m. and will re
Mardi Gras
main until 1 a. m., at which time
it will pull out, not to return to
Main
Pacific J unction for another year.
QUEEN AT THROTTLE
TopIC
Riding majestically at the throt
The object of the ex-commit tle will be a queen chosen by
popular vote of the student body
tee meeting held Tuesday night
was to hear the final report of from among the eight Mardi
Gras princesses—Georgina Wood,
General Chairman of Mardi Gras
Lyne Riley, Mary Ranney, Don
Dick Loomis. He stated that ev na Ferguson, Lois Lasell, Carol
erything would be in readiness Martin, Juanita Daussat, and
for the year's biggest affair, the Claire Moody.
Mardi Gras.
Coronation ceremonies will cli
President Bill Biddick announc max the evening, the crown be
ed that the Pacific Student Body ing placed upon the honored head
was sending its president and its by the president of the Pacific
president-elect, to the convention Student Association, Bill Biddick,
at Santa Catalina Island next sometime between 11 and 12 p. m.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and THEME SECRET
Sunday.
The identity of the queen is
The polls opening and closing not the only intriguing secret of
times were announced to be 8:55 this year's ball, for the very
and 4:10 respectively.
theme of the dance is still undis
The last item brought to the closed.
members attention was that con
Mardi Gras Chairman Dick
cerning the Vocational Guidance Loomis, while he is not willing
conference. Pacificites, it was to let the secret out, says that
concluded, would take an espe this year's decorations, planned
cially active part in this conven and executed by a large commit
tion.
tee working under Dick Steb
bins, are vastly different than
those of any former College of
Call for Reserved the Pacific Mardi Gras. Russ
Morgan brought to Pacific's an
nual costume frolic through ar
MSS' by Next
rangements made with Music
Corporation of America by Mu
Week
sic Chairman Jim Ross, will pre
Scroll and Stylus has re sent "Music in the Morgan Man
quested that students claim ner" for dancing between the
their reserved copies of MSS hours of 9 p. m. and 1 a. m.
as soon as possible.
BROADCAST
Reserved copies of MSS may
Morgan's orchestra plays
be obtained from Merle Esplen, Dolora Gallagher, eNal (Continued on page 5, column S t ,
Howard, Joe Loftus, eJanne
Woodruff or Miss Eelanor SUPERVISING
McCann.
Copies will not be held after TEACHERS
next week.

Speaking on "Psychiatry and
Social Welfare" Mr. Barth, social
welfare worker at San Joaquin
County Hospital, will address the
Social Welfare Committee next
Tuesday at 8:15 p. m.
FETED
This is one of the occasional
The supervising teachers of
meetings of the committee which Asilomar Meet
; the Student Teachers Association
is made up primarily of students
were guests of the student group
doing volunteer work in the Chil Plans Under Way
last night at a theatre party. The
dren's Home, the Chinese Chris
theatre was Pacific's own and the
Bill
Kennedy,
newly-elected
tian Center, Camp Fire Girls,
entertainment was the current
president
of
the
Student
Chris
and similar organizations.
tian association and Miss Mar campus fun show, "Yes and No."
bout forty students and an
garet Campbell, S. C. A. secre
EXAMINATION tary leave this afternoon for equal number of supervisor's at
Swing Briday Lodge, a youth tended, after which there was
FOR PRE-MEDS hostelry at Three Rivers near even more entertainment and re
Visalia, to participate in the plan freshments.
Henry Hobson chairmaned the
All pre-med students who ex ning of the annual Asilomar con
affair.
Carl Fuller was in charge
ference.
pect to enter medical school by
Present at the planning com of entertainment, Nickie Ficovich
the fall of 1942 will have a final
opportunity to take the required mittee meeting will be represen and Polly Parsons prepared the
medical apptitude test next Thurs tatives from most California col refreshments.
The party is an annual one.
day, May 1. Those planning to leges. Each delegate will be a
The
student teachers are under
member
of
some
sub-committee
take the test should see Profes
sor J. H. Jonte in the science of planning the conference, which is the general supervision of Leslie
_
held during Christmas vacations. G. Young.
fice as soon as possible.
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Editorial Board
BOB CONAWAY, News
LESLIE KNOLES, Society
JERROLD WALKER, Associate Sports
JACK TOOMAY, Associate Sports
FRANCES WATSON, Make-up
JEANNE DAGG, Desk
DON SEGERSTROM, Feature
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REPORTERS:
Milton Callas, RoseAnn Chatton, Paul Chrisman, Ellen Colvan, Harriett Davidson, Margaret
Fitzgerald.
Bob Klawans, Don La Moine, Betty Morrison,
Willa McDonald, Elvin Platti, Rollie Romo, Don
Segerstrom, John Sayers, Adele Scoble.
Jack Toomay, June Tangen, Marjorie
Thatcher, Iola Whitlock, Bill Workman, Allen
Breed, Max Gobel, Bill Ramsey, Herm Sapiro,
Bill Hunefeld Jr., Eleanor Powell, Mercieta
Voorhees, Doris Bowring.

• IS THIS WHY?
Had they taken time off from their
competing, members of the visiting Chico
track squad might have questioned the
meager attendance in Baxter Stadium
last Tuesday.
If they had been told that the Pacific
cinder team is financed wholly by PSA
funds, they might have raised further
their eyebrows at the almost complete
lack of student witnesses.
Looking over the situation, they might
have stated that the facilities looked
comfortable, especially with an adequate
public address system functioning, so
that couldn't be the reason.
Also, the Pacific competitors were cer
tainly putting every bit of their abilities
into the events, for proof of which they
refer to the results.
The time of the meet—3:30 to 5:00
in the afternoon—was certainly conven
ient for most students.
How, then, could a loyal Pacific stu
dent explain to a visitor that the lack of
spectators was traceable to other than
student disinterest?
Next Tuesday the Cubs and Tigers
play host to the Modesto J. C. track
squad on the Baxter oval. This will bfe
the last home appearance of the Tigers.
It will be the only meeting between the
two local institutions. It will be a close
and interesting meet.
Will the visiting Modesto trackmen
also ask questions?
B. C.
"The basic policy originally laid down
for the civil pilot training program con
templated that it should be justified on
educational and economic grounds alone,
apart from the significance which it held
in connection with national defense. Any
of the young people who have gone
through the course can attest to the
educational values of it. Economically, it
directly benefits the manufacturer of
small planes, the struggling instructors,
and rebounds to the benefit of air trans
portation through the increased interest
in aviation which would naturally re
sult. Now that we are in a period of
frenzied expansion of aircraft plant ca
pacities, I foresee perhaps a greater eco
nomic value in the cushion which will
be provided against the slump which
inevitably will follow the cessation of
hostilities." G. Grant Mason Jr., member

of the Civil Aeronautics board, cautions
•gainst a short-sighted view of the civil
jpilot training program.

Stonewall Jackson Works
Quite Hard Quite a Lot
By JACK TOOMAY
Listen! There's a little wiry*
guy on the campus that wears
dark glasses and white duck
pants and he has a great big
voice for his size.
You know him?
When he walks he doesn't take
very long steps, but he takes fast
ones. He is going someplace when
he walks. When he gets there he
is gong to do something.
E#
You know him now?
His name is Earl Jackson most
of the time. But inside Baxter
Stadium he's known by another
name. It's a nickname, but it's a
lot better name. It draws a pic
ture of him.
Stonewall.
Sure, there was a general back
there in our history books some
where that held a line for a long
time in a war and got the name
Stonewall. Sure, that fellow's last
name was Jackson.
But make no mistakes. Coach
Jackson isn't called Stonewall
just because of that. You know
'STONEWALL'
he IS a stonewall.
If you know him.
So while the athletic depart
He coaches both varsity and
jaysee track. He teaches a little ment gathers the money into
hygiene now and then. That's their coffers, Coach Jackson be
about alL But that's plenty. In
carrying out those few duties he gins getting his white duck pants
has become the hardest working dirty. He's tackled the task of
coach in this college.
gathering up the pieces of track
Have you ever tried to smooth scattered hither, thither and yon
out a place in the back yard and putting them back together
so you could have a game of
marbles. Marbles is a fine game again.
But then, just as things are
and it needs a good flat place.
It takes a lot of smoothing.
beginning to smooth out, the
How would you like to smooth
rains come. They don't do any
out a quarter mile track, 1847
thing special. They just come.
tunes the size ot a good sized
And while the farmers cheer
marble ring.
and scoop the money into their
Would that be hard? Ask
coffers, Coach Jackson begins
Stonewall.
Doing it once is a terrible toil.. all over again.
In the meantime all his stars,
Doing it after every rain and ev
because
-of the bad facilities and
ery whim of the athletic depart
ment is unspeakable. And keep the cold weather, have become
ing temperamental, high-keyed coughers.
After all that. Could you still
track stars in good shape while
your doing it is worse yet. Most smile?
Stonewall can. He can smile
coaches wouldn't do it.
and talk with his great voice. He
But Stonewall does.
First the athletic department is the hardest working coach
decides it needs a little extra here. And he's proud of it.
Can you tell?
money. They find that there are
That's why they call him Stone
some midget auto racers willing
wall. Nothing can phase him, ex
to careen in Baxter Stadium.
cept maybe a rock crusher.
Will it wreck the track?
Yes.
How much?
Prof. John McKelvey of the
Plenty.
University of Minnesota spent
What do you pay?
two years as head of the depart
Plenty.
ment of obstetrics at Peiping Un
Okay.
ion Medical college In China.

Congratulations to the new r>r •
of the Pacific Student AssociationSld'eat
hope that he will be able to
with the measures and the abiiit-^ 011
the retiring Bill Biddick. Actual/68 0J
this
year's
election could be said to
J
~
tO PpVrxl
e
around the idea of which gronn
. the easiest to swallow in fitsluucontr°|
P Would
U
be
'1 ^
ot
campus politics.
Certainly after 01
demonstration of Wednesday night the
can have no illusions over the"-"1' °Qe
of the knowledge of college student! n
the running of political affairs. The coaif
tion which was formed to defeat th
one dominant group was quite effect!
in its organization—they knew the val
of a spectacle, and at the same tiif
tried to give the whole show a little dj
nity by the broadcast appeals for vote"
from one of the better looking cars Nat*
urally the zealous singing of the Alma
Mater could only emphasize the tremendous interest in the common student
and his life on the campus.
SMARTIES
The one group which was attempting
to keep campus political control, wisely
retired in supreme dignity, giving the
run of the mill student to understand
(quite subtley) that its members were
far above such antics, and that they
were confident in the ability of their
candidate to carry the election on his
own merits as a leader and man.
In the consideration of both of these
methods we cannot help the tendency to
accept all that is given out with a little
tongue in the cheek attitude. After all
the methods of campus political control
and activity are pretty time worn, and
were even before the students came to
mimic the antics of their elders in the
manner of political patterns. The great
est misfortune about student body elec
tions at most schools is the utter disre
gard most of the time for the fellows
most qualified to handle the situations
of the offices; and the emphasis on the
popularity of the student, and his ability
to sit back and take ordert.
It is a bit disappointing to Lad the
continuance of such practices on the col
lege campuses (or campi if you are a
pupil of Dr. Sproul) when we have edu
cators who constantly blame the situa
tions of the country upon the type of
political structure we tolerate in this
country. Even our debating wonders
condemn quite heartily the methods o
election of responsible leaders, but even
these men with their superior training
cannot stop long enough to realize t »
by attempting to run politics in
manner of national politics they are on y
setting themselves for the pcrpetua i ^
of the things we so much dislike a
out democratic ways of voting.
BIG DOIN'S
,
The excitement of this week
probably prove almost too much to
distracted professors to adequately
^
with. (One can end a sentence ^
preposition, if you care to a.rfu v,a.
point). Tonight's Mardi Gras will P
f
bly be one of the finest in the his o ^
the tradition. There is somethin.g ^
hilirating about a large costume
even if you feel uncertain about nn
in large crowds.
The Mardi ^ ^
brings out many latent talenl ® t ^po
good number of students, and tn
eD.
of the affair makes one tingle w
r>s
joyment. We only hope that tbi
^e
dance will be all for the stud'en 'nanJe
do not like the idea of hiring
{or
band, and then sacrificing its a
^
radio broadcasts. We should li m00tbable to keep the dancing running
^
ly for the entire evening, but w
orchestra feels the need of ton
a
for the sake of a broadcast, w
little cheated.
. t0 tak®
If the students really wan
tbe1
all of their hilarity in large
a
can cap the whole thing 0
j pjake
a
prescription of comedy that
cnrre ]
them weak from laughter. 1 . t and
Little Theatre production is
hoar®?
the advance raves from the la
. wjl
reviewers point
icviewtjrb
puiut to
tu a prod_ucti^
v* r* tn ^ „y5!
not soon be forgotten. Go
^ j0r
AND NO," and prepare yours
long rest cure afterwards.

fluss Morgan
His History
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COLLEGIANA

STILL IN A QUANDRY

By Adele Scoble

SOM' FUN!
Those Aggies down on the farm
really had big doings on their
campus last weekend—yes, we do
mean that super Picnic Day with
all the trimmings 'n stuff. For a
college mainly for the male of
the species, we think the fairer
sex had a large 'nuff representa
tion. In fact, we are willing to
bet those were real coeds in the
fashion show, the diving exhibi
tions, and the majorette demon
stration in the quad. . . . How
about it Tigers — you should
know!

This Miner's Gold Mine
pound In His Music
There's

and

a world of difference between the white tie
tails of an orchestra leader at the smartest hotels

>""1S
arrangements with Music Corpo
ration of America.
MUSICAL PARENTS
Morgan's father was an ex
udevillian who found himself

SPLASH CREW
ENGAGES
LODI HI

•

JAZZ AND SYMPHONY
He also made jazz records with
°e venuti and arranged for the
e roit Symphony Orchestra of
Pieces. Once again he came
t
ter.
York. He was sought afV,,, .,as an arranger by George
,, ,, e -for1 his Scandals, by the
°a Club, and by the BrunsA ~ . ecorfl Corporation,
v,.-,S Music Director of the Brunsi C0rd Corporation, he atwhfh th6 attention of NBC,
^2 c, . enc°uraged him to orga15 0Wn outfit. Followed an
Ph„
"eagement of "Music in the
Yorif^. Manner" at the New
,
tmore Hotel, thirty-nine
yea s on CBS for Rinso, two
gram m tbe pLLlip Morris proar.d w
shorts for Paramount
ai Sa] aiper Brothers, and nation
al ty,!18 r Lis Decca recordings.
Homi
METROPOLIS
the1 p - enPagernents at spots like
C
in
idge ' ®
Houston, the ClarLn cj.j Memphis, the Chez Paree
New o3?0' anL the Roosevelt in
a sen* r'Cans' were climaxed by
Hotel p 10nal appearance at the
in New York"^ere
mSnSylvania
the \r
broadcast "Music In
the rert°rgan Manner over both
It's t
Line networks,
hietron , g waY from mine to
1S*
but
Russ
blade
Morgan
Un' " ~—
itig aVersity of Kenutcky is addftlanship>UrSe
in advanced sales-

*

"

«

•

*

FOSSILS—
.
— .
aviuc qumiis.
s uie
U. C. again takes the spotlight
night, and still no one knows who's to be crowned at the
for the two long-buried fossils
Mardi Gras.
unearthed by its paleontologists
(try sneezing it). Professor L. C.
Camp said the two ichthyosaur
PRIZE WINNERS
(whistle this one) snouts closely
resembled similar specimens of
the reptile found in rock about
100 million years old in France
and Germany.. .. This time we're
not kiddin'—contrary to all ru
mors it is a scientific discov
ery, and it wasn' not just an
other dog bone!

A two weeks' rest will come to
foreman. But he still hung
to his music, playing a drum ™._.CMd Tuesday afternoon for
^ the local band. The future Cliris Kjeldsen's jaysee swimmaestro's mother had been a pi- m"'s
the Pacific pool
xv en
anist
meet the Lodi High
anist in
in vaudeville with his fath- jschool they
paddlers there at three
er They both wanted their son
to have a musical career, and so o'clock in what promises to be a
they started him on the piano pushover for the Cubs.
when he was seven, But as soon PREP STARS
The preps will be definite un
js he was old enough, he had to
derdogs
in view of the fact that
enter the mines. He survived the
dangers of cave-ins, explosions, the Jaysees have been defeated
etc., and emerged with a determ but one time this year and that
ination to make music, not mines at the hands of California, the
Pacific coast intercollegiate cham
his career.
His first musical dollar was pions. Only bright spots on the
earned at the age of fourteen as Lodi squad are a back stroker
a pianist in a Scranton theater. and a breast stroker, who have
This and subsequent emoluments turned in times of 1.12 for their
earned in the same way bought events. However, these times
his first trombone, a good one. were made in another pool and
He played with the local band, Pacific's notoriously slow pool
the "Scranton Sirens" for a while. will hinder the prep stars consid
erably.
But at the age of eighteen he
hit the trail for Broadway. In NEW STARS
The Cubs have been training
two years he was arranger for
two of the greatest American arduously for the past two
composers, John Philip Sousa weeks and on time trial perfor
mances they sholud better all
and Victor Herbert.
of their best previous marks of
TRAVELED ABROAD
As a trombonist he joined Paul this year. Coach Kjeldsen will
Specht's orchestra, one of the be sending his two most prom
most famous of the time, in a ising second stringers into ac
tion against the preps.
trip abroad. On his return, he
Jack Toomay in the breast
Prizes last year at the
was invited to Detroit by Impres
stroke has shown remarkable im Mardi Gras went to MARI
ario Jean Goldkette to organize,
provement in practice and should
arrange for, and lead the now
best his previous best time con ON AKERS for the most
immortal Goldkette orchestra.
siderably, while Warner who has original costume and to
This included Tommy and Jimmy
been moved into the backstroke BARBARA NAUMAN and
horsey, Joe Venuti, Eddie Long,
event should give the prep ace BOB KIENTZ as the best
Chauncey Morehouse, Jo Riskand,
in that event a close run. Also
h'x Beiderbecke, Howdy Quickset for the event will be the regu matched couple. Get any
sell, and Fuzzy Farrer.
lar squad of Atherton, Wright, ideas?
Later he accepted the post of
Bushman, Taioli, Mills, Hawkins,
musical director for the Detroit
Gibeson and Monaghan.
Of the 1,644 members of the
Marian Feulner is vying with
radio station WXYZ. "Music In
FALLING STARS
Northwestern university faculty,
Morgan Manner" became so
male
classmates
in
the
surveying
As an added attraction, the
Popular that at one time he was
Lodi "B" team will swim the course at the Agricultural Col almost 200 had military experi
meeting nine commercial pro
ence in the World War.
lege of Utah.
Cub jaysee squad.
grams.
mine

on

*

The Amoeba hugs himself in
the middle and then he's two
other people.—Foghorn.

HERE'S LOOKIN' AT CHA

*

•

*

Do you know why the moth
ate a hole in the rug? He
wanted to see the floor show!
(We, too, know it deserves an
onion.)
*

»

#

LIGHTER THINGS?
Nother one of those Student
Survey things has it that our
student reader shows a leading
preference for the higher things
of life. The Ice Box column in
the Californian show that 79%
prefer features, with cartoons
running a close second. . . .
Can it be that Super Man comics
have competition?
*

*

*

From Annabelle and the Fres
no State papah we give you the
following story in all its scientific
atmosphere:
"Tight clothing," offers Dr.
Ling Po, "does not stop the cir
culation. The tighter her cloth
ing," he continues, "the more a
girl circulates."

Station EPS
Quizzes Faculty
The faculty "Quiz Kids" penformed last Friday night at Epsilon Lambda Sigma. The pro
gram was in the form of a radio
show, and the roving reporter
in the form of Jane O'Connor
mingled with the audience ask
ing questions. A large pie was
awarded Professor Jonte for the
most humorous answer of the
evening, with honorable mention
going to Dean Corson, Dr. Arnold,
Mr. Corbin and Dr. Farley.
Further entertainment was pro
vided by Epsilon's own orches
tra, who played their entire rep
ertoire of two pieces, and by the
"Terrific Trio" of Vivian Bradley,
Barbara Harrison and Betty Fink.
The skit, "Who Killed the Pro
fessor, or, who Konked the Dean
on the Bean" was presented, after
which a serious monologue by
Claribel Coffman was given. Fol
lowing the entertainment Station
EPS preesnted each and every
member of the audience with a
piece of apple pie a la mode for
their splendid cooperation and
participation.
^iBIilWIMilllHliiBillniiTliSi.yiiillWIiiSlllillllllllillllMll^jl

|lf you want a job—
I Secretarial
Civil Service
|
= Higher Accountancy J
(Free employment service.^

Humphrey's ,
(Sinice 1896)

Reflecting glory on the
—and the one who will be tiw

campus are seven princesses—everyone a queen
at tonight's festivities.

NED queen

I
IJ

School of Business I
California at Weber g
Stockton
- 1

«yii
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Adrian and Dick
Announce
Engagement
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SOCIETY
LESLIE KNOLES, Editor

Daintily written on a card rest
ing on the large box of choco
lates was Adrian and Dick. This
was the manner in which Adrian
Squires and Dick Stebbins an
nounced their engagement April
17, at Adrian's Epsilon Lambda
Sigma. Much anxiety was arous
ed between the arrival of the box
and the time taken by the presi
And were they surprised! The
dent, Claribel Coffman, to reveal
its message. Adrian, who is grad surprise announcement of Miss
uating this June, is very well Dixie Butler's marriage was re
known on the campus. She was vealed Thursday, April 17 at the
vice president of her class in her Tau Kappa Kappa during dinner
sophoVnore year, and was A. W. by a pink rose at each place tied
S. vice president last year. She with a white ribbon and white
is also a member of the Senior cards bearing the names of the
Women's Honorary Soicety. Her couple. In the center of the table
a large bride's cake decorated
home is in Redwood City,
Dick, who is a member of Rho wise rosebuds and birds also bore
Lambda Phi, and who acts as vice the names of the married couple.
president of his house, has yet
Dixie, who is now Mrs. Larry
another year of school, conse Stewart, was married in Reno
quently no wedding date has been during Thanksgiving vacation.
set. Dick's home is in Piedmont, She is the daughter of Mr. and
and he is presently being featur Mrs. . D. Butler of Tonopah, Nev.,
ed as candidate for the P. S. A. where she also attended the To
office of treasurer. Those present nopah high school. Mrs. Stewart
at the announcement were the will graduate from the Stockton
following: Claribel Coffman, Jane Junior College in June where she
O'Connor, Lillian Kahan, Doris has majored in music.
Shauer, Lois Bugbee, DeEtte
Her husband, the son of Mr.
Ifamsher, Dorothy Sack, Celia and Mrs. Jack Stewart, also of
Cross, Barbara Ferguson, Jackie Tonopah, attended Tonopah high
Easby, Libby Meyer, Betty Morri school where he was active in
son, Jean Caubu, Betty Fink, Jean athletics and dramatics.
Arnot, Ruth Udden, Jean Brad
Following the close of school
ley, Vivian Bradley, Katherine the couple plan to live in Reno
O'Connor, Phyllis Dodge, Mary where Mr. Stewart is employed.
Barbara Baer, Elva Jane Gilbert,
Present at the announcement
Phyllis Stabler, Laverne Lagorio, dinner were Lois Lasell, Doris
and the house mother, Mrs. Gra Bowring, Marjorie Sage, Myra
ham.
Linn, Ethel Stark, Janet Rapaport, Alice Keehner, Louana Siler,
Rosemary Strader, Doris Wudell,
ATTENTION
Margo Mclntyre, Jean Strong,
Claire Sandrock, and Miss Ellen
DEBATORS
Leering.

Dixie Reveals
That She Is
Mrs. Stewart

HOG AN

CLAUDE HOGAN, presi
dent of the Junior class, is
prominent in making ar
rangements for the JuniorSenior prom.

BEVERLEE
JOHNSON
ENGAGED
Miss Beverlee Johnson, Stock
ton Junior College Student, an
nounced her engagement to Don
Kiernan of Oakland last Sunday.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawerence Johnson of Oak
land. No definite date has been
set for the wedding but the cou
ple plan to be married the end
of next year. A luncheon to be
given next week-end will an
nounce the engagement to friends
in Oakland.

Rockefeller foundatioin has Laboratory Trip
given $25,000 for maintenance in
Directed by Professor Stanford
the coming year of the teaching
and research program of the Uni and Kenneth Stocking the biology
laboratory class will go on a field
versity of Helsinki, Finland.
trip May 12.
The object of the trip will be
University of Alaska at Fair
Twenty-three difference uni to study a soil conservation projbanks, claims to be the northern forms or combinations of uni est in the foothill region of Mt.
most university in the world.
forms are in use in The Citadel. Diablo in Contra Costa county.
The Pacific Debate Squad
will meet in Anderson Hall
Monday evening at 7:30 to ar
range for the annual Spring
festivities. All squad members
are urged to attend.

STARTS SUNDAY

We Feel Bad
about Violets

ALICE

PAYE

DON AMECHE

"THAT NIGHT
IN RIO"
—and—•

"RIDE

ON

VAQUERO"

CESAR ROMERO

Junior-Senior
Banquet
May 23
Attention! Juniors and Seniors!
Don't forget to make your date
for the Junior-Senior Promenade
which will be May 23, 8 p. m., at
the Clark Hotel.
President Hogan of the Junior
class promises a sumptuous ban
quet for all those paying the
necessary "cover charge" of $2.50
per couple. Besides the food will
be melodious dancing to the mu
sical beat of Herm Sapiro's band.
In regards to the $2.50 fee: All
seniors who paid this sum last
year are entitled to attendance
free of charge. All seniors who
aid not pay the price must pay
$2.00 this year. All juniors must
pay the top price of $2.50, but this
will entitle them to a free ban
quet next year—when they are
high and mighty seniors and in
turn are being toasted by a new
class of juniors.
Get that date before it is too
late, or you will be sorry! For
this is the top social event of the
Juniors' year—when they can do
right and proper homage to the
seniors.

"FLIGHT FROM DESTINY"

IOLETS SHRINK . . %
and Arrow Gordon
—as handsome an oxford
shirt as you'd care to set
eyes on —- won't even
shrink a measly i%!
That's because Gordon,
like all Arrows, is Sanfrrized-Shrunk.
A swell
shirt for work or play,
Gordon comes in white or
colors, plain or buttondown collar. Come in and
get some Gordons today.

So we've spent our life
making the shirt that doesn't
shrink, the ARROW shirt.
It's Sanforized Shrunk, which
means fabric shrinkage less
than 1%. Its Mitoga figure fit
is superb and its collar is the
world's finest. College men
everywhere prefer Arrows.
Try an Arrow Gordon today.

ARROtV SHIRTS
COLLARS . . , TIES . . . HANDKERCHIEFS , . , UNDERWEAR

%2

Tau Kappas
Plan Tea and
Fashion Show

11

BR^MsKEEGANi
313 E. MAIN ST

President and Mr* ^
Knoles are to be hrm Tl% e
cepti.n
J
Of Dr. and Mrs. Anthi ® V
1400 Fortieth Street ( r Scr*
to. The affair will L •
and will take place betwf^
hours of three and tivl Z ^
ternoon. Conservatory ,he «•
Udei»s
will provide incidental

This wm be the f0Urth nes of receptions being hS,a *
>'ear by Pacific alumnf K,his
of the President and his lla n°r
this year have given s ' W h o
years of their lives in Z ^
Ve'opment of Pacific.
The third reception, held i
Sunday at the home of Mr '
Mrs. J. A. Berger of Oakland ^
attended by over llo alumni
their guests. Entertainment !!
provided by Miss Katherine Ki!
vala and Miss Marian Sill
The receptions thus far w
been attended by large nnmi!
of alumni, 120 having paid
respects to Dr. and Mrs. Kno
at the second reception held on
March 9 at the home of Mr and
Mrs. Maurice Sumner in'san
Dessert Bridge
Franqisco.
The receptions are planned by
Given at
committees from thirty-five to
forty people, an indication of the
Alpha Thete
Mothers and friends of Alpha interest alumni and friends of the
Thetes were entertained at a des college are taking in the honorsert bridge at the sorority house ing of Dr. and Mrs. Knoles.
last Wednesday afternoon.
Barbara Gibbons was general
chairman for the afternoon. Guest Speaker
Those helping her with the ar Discusses
rangements were Ann Hodgkins,
tickets; Phyllis Hamaker, Alice Diet Problems
Boyer, Dorothy Hull, refresh
ments; Bette Meyer, prizes and
"How to Handle Special Prob
flowers; Janice McCloud, tallys. lems in Diets" was discussed by
guest speaker Mrs. John Conrad,
practicing dietitian of Davis and
Former Student
Sacramento, at the Monday eve
ning meeting of the Household
Married
Art and Science club. Following
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Decker was a question and answer ses
Nichols have announced the mar sion.
riage of their daughter Harriet
Final plans for the club's an
Marion to Benjamin Leese on De nual "Gingham and Cord" dance
cember 14, 1939 at Gardnerville, were completed, and "Down on
Nevada. Each of them are from the Farm" was chosen as the
Glendale.
theme. The dance will be held
Ben Leese is a former member in the S. C. A. building next Fri
of the Stockton Junior College. day, May 9, with dancing from
While on the campus he was a nine until one. Refreshments
member of Alpha Kappa Phi fra will be served.
ternity.
Bids for the dance are of yel
low and white checked gingham
with a rooster-hen design stampe
on the cover. Students may Pur
chase bids for seventy-five can
from club members. Lillian Buc,
NOW PLAYING
"ROAD TO ZANZIBAR" Martha Phillips, Helen Smith, an
Mary Creamer are in charge.
and

What's the difference between
a violet and an Arrow Gordon?

"DOETS always call the violet the shrinking violet.
We feel bad about anything that shrinks — but
chiefly shirts.

Receptions
To Honor
President

9

.-o- -z—.
\C-ARR0W \

DIAL 5-5745

A combined fashion shew a
tea will be the order of tn_
for Tau Kappa Kappa °
day, May 3 from 2:00 to 4.00 p-^
The fashion show, to
t.
in the yard, will be an
^
ing display of costume^ ^ ^
from snail-hunters outf - e colmal wear, and will emp
jashorful and novelty garden ^
ions. Playing a major
the fashion show progra .^invaried and numerous
conSist
ment and decorations w
of an appropriate gara
ngeand interesting flower
affaf
ments. •.„]
Chairman for the social
rki"?
ire sanaroLR.
is Claire
Sandrock • ^ibers
so on the plans are
pa.
and auxiliary of Ta
^ an^
Anyone is weloom6
throUgh
may purchase twKe ^ of
Marjorie Sage or any
Tau Kappa Kappa.
_
I
#
Sister Maria Gmnmno,^
third cousin of
P spj-ing
has enrolled for
c0ileg'
mester at Mount
•R
ll/

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

APRIL 25, .94.
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C. O. P. IS HOST
AT TOURNAMENT

JJY BILL RAMSEY

Eight Places in Forensics
Won by Santa Rosa High

Congratulations are in order
three new members of Pi Kapa Lambda. At a reunion ban
quet and initiation, Miss Beverly
Tean Miller, Miss Melba Jean
Loyd, and Mr. Norman Lamb be
came' members. The scene was
Taza's in Modesto last Thursday
evening-

College of Pacific played host to over a hundred de
baters at the annual Northern High School Forensic
Tournament last week-end. This speech meet, which is
directed by Professor E. S. Betz of Pacific, has pro
duced national champions in the past two or three years
it has been held in Stockton.
•
—
Winners of this tournament are
eligible to enter the high school Date for Science
nationals in Lexington, Kentucky,
April 28 to May 2.
Field Trip Set

The Vacaville Women's Club
were hostesses to a Pacific en
tourage last Saturday afternoon.
pean Elliott appeared in piano
solos and accompanied Bob and
Barbara Harrison in several vocal numbers. Norman Lamb was
welcomed by the usual apprecia
tive applause. He was assisted by
Melba Jean Loyd at the piano.

SNTA ROSA LEADS

Santa Rosa High led all other
schools by winning eight places
in last week's tourney. Six places
in humorous and dramatic decla
mations were won by Santa Rosans. Winner of dramatic decla
mation was Fred Knell, support
ed in second and third positions
by his class mates, Hazel Mar
shall and Frances Cooke. Bob
Quarry was first in humorous
declamation; Barbara Jones, sec
ond, and Frances Keegay, third.
Ted Kopp and Tatiana Russ plac
ed second in debate.
Out of thirty-five debate teams,
Glenn and Bill Forbes, Roosevelt
High, Fresno, emerged the win
ners. The question debated was
"Resolved: The powers of the fed
eral government should be in
creased."

phi Mu Alpha had a double date
last week end in an initiation ce
remony and a breakfast. Dr. Pat
ten was received as a member
along with eight others. The
breakfast was held in Louis Park
on Sunday morning and a busi
ness session and a good ball game
followed. Save the date of May
for the Phi Mu Alpha concert.

Tomorrow is the date set for
another big field trip for the
botany, entomology, and nature
study classes. The purpose of
the trip is to study the flora of
the foothill region in the vicinity
of Jackson. Credits will be given
for carefully written observations
and collections of mounted flow
ers and plants. Pictures will be
taken of the different specimens.
Dr. Stanford, Dr. Arnold, and
Miss Toms will direct the trip.

berg of Lowell were first and
second winners in oratory decla
mation; Lorraine Kirschman of
Prof, and Mrs. Bacon entertain
P55ss«S§§$*2$
Lodi, third.
ed a group of college students at
Pacificites versed in speech
their home on Sunday evening.
dramatics
judged the tourna
Those in attendance for an eve
ment. Directors were Professors
ning of music were Sylvia FlanBetz and Clark of Stockton ju
THREE HIGHEST
ner, Katherine Kuivala, Valate
nior college.
The
three
highest
of
the
twen
Learned, Mary Joyce Whitlock,
ty extemp entries were Seymour
Verne Clifton, Tom Hoshiyama,
Meister, first; John Harvey, sec
Lewis Whitehead and your huifiGet Your
ond, and Harold Kramer, third—ble scribe. Carol Mae and Stanley
SUS^Sr HUBBARD, pauses to fix her hair, using the
all from Lowell high, San Fran
Bacon also assisted with solos.
* ** * mirror- A verY useful structure, the cisco.
Kefreshments concluded the "stu library
Doris Hancock, former Pacific
dio musicale."
forensic champion, coached Pat
— at the —
ty Rieff of Lodi, who won first
Prof. Bodley's A Cappella Ann Hodgkins
place in original oratory.
Boom!
Mardi
Gras
Choir entertained a session of the
East Bakersfield's Billy Craw
Methodist Regional Conference To Head
Explodes Tonight ford placed second; Seymour
on High Education at Central Me
Meister, Lowell, was third in this
"Everybody Else
(Continued from Page 1)
thodist Church on Tuesday after Language Club
division.
noon. In the evening Miss Fran
Does"
Phi Sigma Gamma, the local "sweet" music rather than ORATORY DECLAMATION
ces Bowerman offered a vocal
Frank Davis and Henry Green"swing," but orchestrations used
modern
language
honorary
socie
group of numbers and Mr. Jack
Ligthart appeared as cello solo ty, held its regular meeting at by the group are so original and
ist, with Miss Thalia Heim accom the home of Miss Ruth Smith clean-cut that even the most rabid
panist, before this same group in last Tuesday evening. The pro "swing" fans acclaim them.
gram for next year was discus
a dinner at* Anderson Hall.
As in the past, Mardi Gras fes
sed and new members were voted
tivities will be broadcast. Mem
Dean Elliott will be attending on. Also considered were tenta ber stations of the California
the biennial Pi Kappa Lambda tive plans for a formal dinner
convention today and tomorrow, and initiation and for the picnic Radio System in Stockton Sacra
mento, Chico, Marysville, San
as they gather at the famous to be held May 30.
Election of new officers were Francisco, Long Beach, Fresno,
raimer House in Chicago. He is
w^.nting the local Delta chap- held and the following were Bakersfield, Hollywood, and San
• This offers a chance to renew those chosen to take over for the Diego will carry "Music in the
*ny friendships, for it was at nex# year: Ann Hodgkins, presi Morgan Manner" to radio audi
jwthwestern University that dent; Gladys Hughes, vice presi ences between 11 and 11:30.
^an Elliott received his train- dent; Marie Canlis, secretary- CHAPERONES
treasurer. Following the business
meeting refreshments were serv
Mardi Gras patrons and pa
tronesses will be Mr. and Mrs.
anu ®
't°rnia Band, Orchestra ed.
Robert Burns Dr. and Mrs. "Tom
vpnm 5US Festival will be conFirst men's college to buy an Connelly, Dr. and Mrs. Charles
re
anu ^
Stockton today
ambulance for the British-Amerieras* n?0rrow- Many Pacific can Ambulance corps, Amherst Gulick, and Dr. and Mrs. Leon
W
be
back
"roim '!}
1° Place their college has received a permit for ard O'Bryon.
In addition to the patroness
?udtrfS , ore the scrutinizing ambulance No. 394.
and patronesses, the following
r
ratin
Will vL °
S- The groups
have been invited as honored
evenin *1! parade on Saturday
All but seven of last year's 151 guests: Dr. and Mrs. Tully C.
ugb
streets^
the downtown education graduates of Winona Knoles, Dr. and Mrs. Dwayne Or(Minn.) State Teachers college ton, Dr. and Mrs. Fred Farley,
have obtained positions.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Fenix, Dean
n
y
Phony* Jftu ^ cwening's symand Mrs. James Corson and Dean
heim ,, ,, Manlio Silva at the
Beulah Watson and her escort,
sea<,' ' . wind up the current in the last chord of the Beethoven Dr. Emory Fast.
First
Symphony
tonight."
°t Sar-r
Marguerite Gibson,

COCA-COLA
DELTA

While you're keeping
fit...pause and

p Fia+^lento WH1 Play
shirlev nn° Concerto,

the Liszt
and Miss
how ct, J v.erton. a Stockton girl
Will Pi,, ying in San Francisco,
di v;Ze Vocal color to "Un Bel
c°mpotem°" by Pacini. Other
Vercjj 's to be represented are
Hoyie' r encieissohn, Strauss and
and a
arPenter, a Pacific grad
ember of the symphony.
Pam U ast Words
b°ni
°f a from
*>nis SL° f,J
hear me, P°s^anini will never
jam out an added sixth
Pe»t

FRIEDBERGER'S

urin&

**•

COLO<i"E

PACIFIC CO-ED
Mala Street
JEWELERS

HE

DANCING
CLARK

HOTEL

FEATURING
EVERY SATURDAY EVENING
r.xTTAMR
NORMAN LAMB

VIOLINIST

Music by Bob McCormick
FINE
FOODS AND BEVERAGES
NO COVER CHARGE

There's something about
Coca-Cola,— ice-cold,— that stops
thirst in its tracks. Its delightful
taste brings you the experience
of complete thirst satisfaction.
So when you pause throughout
the day, make it the pause that
refreshes with ice-cold Coca-Cola.

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

J

Boitled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF STOCKTON, LIMITED

• tJM
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Jaysees
Down Bucs

Celebrated
Organist
Here

ARTIST

Modesto Junior College's high
ly touted tennis squad was just
another
team
after
Doug
Another musical treat is in
Dashiell's Jaysee racquet swing store for those who follow the
ers handed them their worst de recitals at the Conservatory. Next
feat of the year, 6-1, on the Paci Tuesday evening, the Third Artist
fic courts Tuesday afternoon.
Recital will bring to the console
The Cubs, still in stride after of the Watt Memorial Organ,
their smashing Yuba win had to the distinguished personality, Niplay some of their best tennis ta Akin.
to date to win over the Stanislaus
One needs only to look at an
group. Easiest win of the day array of notices found in critic's
was that of Smythe over Kittler columns from coast to coast to
of Modesto, 6-3, 6-1, while the feel assured that she represents
hardest battle was that of Kaf- the highest peak in performance.
fen and Bentley. Kaffen finally Plan to be at the Conservatory
won 6-3, 6-8, 6-2.
next Tuesday evening at 8:15
Ashton, playing the number p. m. to hear the following pro
NITA ATKINS, world re
one position for the visitors, gave gram:
nowned organist, will be
Covey a hard game in the first
THIRT ARTIST RECITAL
set but succumbed to the steadier
featured soloist at the G5^"
Tuesday Evening
playing Cub in the second to
servatory's Third Artist
April
29,
1941—8:15
o'Clock
lose 6-4, 6-1. Prince of Stockton
Recital.
NITA AKIN, Organist
defeated Bowen of Modesto 6-4
PROGRAM
11-9 while Johnson was defeated
I.
by McCurry of Modesto in .
Prelude and Fugue in D major
close one 7-5, 6-4.
Bach
Covey and Kaffen played
their usually fine doubles game Air with Variations (from Sym
phony in D)
Haydn
and easily defeated the Modes
to team of Ashton and Bowen Adagio (Sonata I) Mendelssohn
6-4, 6-1 who tired after the
Fugue in G minor
Dupre
first set. A new doubles team
n.
Attending recently the annual
of Smythe and Goodman bare
Prelude and Fugue on Bach
meeting of the Western College
ly eked out a victory over the
Liszt
Modesto pair of Bentley and
Divertissement
Vierne Art Association held at the art
McCurry 2-6, 6-3, 7-5.
building of the University of
Noel Provencal (Now is born
the Divine Infant)
Bedell California was Miss E. Grace
In a blanket decision, 575 co Ava Maria
Gilmant Ward of the Pacific art depart
eds at Pennsylvania State college Fugue Finale (Sonata on 94th
ment. Members in attendance
lost their one o'clock date privil
Psalm)
Raubke
were
those heads of art depart
eges for skipping a compulsory
Exclusive Management:
mass meeting.
ments in the western U. S. that
Bernard R. LaBerge, Inc.
give the A- B- degree in art.
2 West 46th Street,
The group was comprised of
New
York
City,
N.
Y.
University of Georgia art de
heads of departments of colleges
partment dre wup a check 25 ANNOUNCEMENTS
from California, Washington,
feet long, by means of which uni
May 6—Second Senior Recital.
versity sororities made a dona Melba Loyd, piano; Irving Fritz, Oregon, Arizona and Nevada.
Report of the meeting held in
tion to the British relief cam piano; Norman Lamb, violin.
Chicago of the National College
paign.
May 11—"Dona Nobis Pacen"
(Give Us Peace), a tremendously Art Association was given by
Miss Amy McClelland of U. S. C.
stirring oratorio by a contemp
Get Your Haircut at
There
was a free discussion of
orary British composer, world
matters of special interest to the
'The Campus Barbershop' famous Vaughn Williams. Pre liberal
art college art depart
sented by the Stockton Junior
This Shop is Owned by
ments.
College
Chorus
and
the
College
the PSA.
People interested in this na
I T I S Y O U R S H O P of the Pacific Orchestra under tional meeting of the College Art
the direction of J. Russell Bodley.
Bob and Barbara Harrison, solo Association will be able to obtain
the bulletin of this convention at
ists.
Pacific's library.

Miss Ward
Attends
Meeting

TUXEDO

S H O E

S E R V I C E

EXPERT CLEANING AND
DYEING

SHOE

REPAIRING

By NAT FLOR
2023 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 2-2345

The Bookmark
Hours: 10 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays: 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.
2101 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Volney H. Jones, University of
Michigan anthropologist, is study
ing refuse at an old New Mexi
can mission to learn what the
early Spaniards ate.

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

Gaia-Delucciii
American and Channel

WILDCATS
GET TIE
Unable to round up their full
team when Chico State arrived
unexpectedly, Chris Kjeldsen's
Tiger tennis squad had to be sat
isfied with a 3-3 tie with the in
vading Wildcats Tuesday after
noon.
because the Tigers could not find
Only four singles were played
another man to fill the fifth spot.
Hunefeld defeated MOrehead of
Chico 6-2, 6-2. Spindt of Pacific
©'

Unibn Oil Products.

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
"Where the Food Is Always Good"

Bill Lunt
Pacific and Castle

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET
2026 PACIFIC AVENUE
(IN BLACK'S)

'Where Price and Quality Meet'
PHONE 2-7481

Phone 2-9010

When You Attend
Business School

PICK A WINNER

FORKNER'S
College of Commerce

Led all Northern California
Business _ Schools in 1940
Commercial contests: Steno
graphic, Secretarial Account
ing and Civil Service,

College of Commerce
115 N. Sutter St.
Phone 6-6867

Who's Who Release
Scheduled For May
SEVENTH EDITION OF BOOK
HAS VOLUME DIVISIONS

"Who's Who Among Sthdents in American IT •
sities and Colleges," honor-roll book of American soT'*?'
will be released the second week in May, it Was '
a»nounced this week.
This will be the seventh edition of the book
•and respected by colleges in?'®
ln America.

J. C. Ne+men
Beat Yuba

Doug Dashiell's jaysee net
squad didn't spare the racquet
as theye drubbed the Yuba Junior
College squad 7-0 Saturday morn
ing on the Pacific courts
The Cubs, apparently in bad
humor over their last defeat at
the hands of Salinas, swept the
Yubans from the courts in almost
straight sets. The visitors never
had a chance from the opening
swing, although their number one
man Goss gave Covey a close run
in the second set. Covey won 6-2,
6-4. Prince of Stockton was given
a fair battle by Sailer of Yuba
6-3, 6-4, while Smythe, Johnson
and Kaffen blasted their oppon
ents unmercifully with some of
their smoothest playing of the
year. Kaffen defeated Nishihara
of Yuba 6-2, 6-2; Johnson de
feated Waugh of Yuba 6-1, 6-0 and
Smythe of Stockton defeated Ev
erett 6-1, 6-1.
The old team of Kaffen and
Covey were given a scare by
the Yuba combination of Goss
and Nishihara, but opened up
in the third set to win 6-4, 2-6,
6-1. Prince and Johnson got
off to a bad start, but steadied
in the last two sets to defeat
the Waugh and Sailer team 5-7,
6-2, 6-2.

INTRAMURAL
TABLE TENNIS
COMING UP

BASIS FOR JUDGING
Students selected for thk „ ,
"cation are judged not onlv n
the basis of their scholastic^
ity, but on extra-curricular Z
vities. Motivating idea behind Z
project is to establish a referent
volume of authoritative inforT
ti°n on the great body of AmZ
can college students.
^
For the last several years the
book has been sent to over 5oo
personnel managers of large bu
siness firms to be used in recruit
ing students for needed positions'
VOLUME DIVISIONS
Biggest change in- this year's
book is the division of the volume
into sections according to vari
ous departments in which the
students are majoring. Pamph
lets of these sections will be sent
out to large companies requiring
the various types of employment
in which the student is interested
and in which he can do the best
work.
The editors of the journal are
planning in the near future to
make a poll of the students who
made "Who's Who" six and seven
years ago in order to determine
just what these former students
are doing now, their positions,
and their salaries.
WHO'S WHO RATING
"Who's Who," rated first in
144 out of 409 colleges in a re
cent survey on the rating of hon
orary organizations. 110 colleges
thought it second best, 90 chose
it third, and 45 called it fourth
tjpst.
In order for students here at
Pacific to get a clear idea of just
what "Who's Who" is and the
purpose it serves, the following
is advanced: It is used as an in
centive for students to get the
most out of their college career,
as a means of compensation to
students for what they have
ready done; as a standard of mea
surement for students c0.mPar
able to such agencies as Phi e
Kappa and the Rhodes sc o
ship award, and finally as a
ommendation to the busi
world.
C.O.P. INCLUDED
Small College of the Pacibc
included in this poll of Ame
students and last year P
ten worthy students; amo g
pages of "Who's Who.
Strong, Bill Bid"ic"' ^vaUghan.
ell, Norman Lamb, Stan
^
A1 Irwin, Beverly Wright, ^
bel Coffman, Gene Rotsc paci.
Tony Ficovich represen
fic last year.

According to Coaches Earl
Jackson and Chris Kjeldsen, the
intramural ping pong tourna
ment will begin April 23.
The rules for the contests are
as follows: Two out of three
games will decide the winner. All
games will start at 4:30 in the
afternoon in the gym lobby. Men
out for competitive intercollegi
ate activities are not eligible for
competition.
The schedule for the contests
are: April 23 Rhiz vs. Manor,
Arch vs. Dorm; April 24, E. Town
vs. Omega, W. Town bye; April
28 Rhiz vs. Arch, Manor vs.
Dorm; April 29 E. Town vs. W.
Tovyn; Omega vs. bye.
As soon as everything that has
been planned is finally completed
the Softball eompetitiion will be
gin. Last year the eompetitiion
proved to be plenty fast and many
close games were in evidence.
The team standings up to date
including track are as follows:
Rhizomia
334
Omega Phi
314
Dorm
284 /2
W. Town
269
,
cpt for the
E. Town
128 fi
May 2nd is the date ^ ^ ... t0
Archania
119
„ountry
Manor
65 freshman informal a
be held at the Stockto ^gei
Club and the class
^ forttie
Herm
Sapiro's
entire
b
defeated Pillsbury 6-1, 6-2, while
the other two singles went to affair.
fresi•XiraW
Russ Agnew,
Chico, Farley winning over Gart
ner 6-1, 6-3 and Davis defeating prexy, heads the co
consists of France~rn;th Bet'
Hamm 2-6, 6-2, 6-4.
The doubles were split with Mitchell, Blair 82™^
Hunefeld and Spindt taking Hunefeld and Balba. vited to ?'
All freshmen are
s0c>al
Morehead and Pillsbury 6-3,
1-6, 7-5 and Farley and Davis tend as it is ***%*%
of Chico defeating Trezise and event of the seme® , ept a seC c
Gartner 6-4, 4-6, 6-1. The Tigers of the dance is to b ^ ^
tiids- '
missed the services of Hutch- until the night of
^eneon and Traphagen, leading it will be seen on no
dance is free to all S*
players on the squad.

FRESHMAN
INFORMAL
SCHEDULED
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Sports Page

ROLLIE KOMO

TIGERS
LICK
CHICO

m you ever stop and figure
K TOOMAY and JERRY YV
ALKEK, Co-Editors
the length of the respective
outrt
for sports activities?
seaS-°1jn my own fumbling way I
^'JTsometime
last month and,
j somei
SZr slaving over figures (?) 24
per day, I reached my sci« conclusion and here it is:
Wildcats Go Down
f" ball, the National pastime,
With Great Ease
VS a six-month season startthe last half of April, and
•Mm up with the series or
Bouncing back strongly after
C-offs the last half of Septemtheir loss to the Cal Aggies, the
Next in line,
or October.
Tiger thine lads swamped a strong
, ically speaking, would be footVarsity Pulls Upset
Chico aggregation in a dual meet
which has a short lived seaIn Getting 7 Firsts
by the margin of 82 1-3 to 46 2-3.
n of 3(2 months. Next basketThe
contest, held last Tuesday,
^11 with the same duration, but
San Francisco, Placer,
was the first home appearance
Tgre is something else we have
Menlo, Are Beaten
of the Pacific squad.
reckon with, and you know tesmf Pfhfy pD a we""balanced
Stocky Keith Slaughter was
Uat, SKIING. This fast moving, team, the Pacific cinder sauan
again the spark-plug of the team,
outdoor activity has a season as surprised by taking seven K
Coach Stonewall Jackson's Ti winning the 100-, 220-, and 400,ong as the national pastime, A-vfc ^ainSt 016 P°werful Cal
ger Cubs last week won their yard dashes. Bob Nikkei and
and if things go right they some A„gie Mustangs last Thursday at
first two intercollegiate track Dave Gay both picked up a pair
times have a month and a half forth, Jhe final sc®r® was 78 y,
meets of the season when they of firsts,—the former in the twoof added pleasure on the higher for the Aggies, 552'/, for Pacific.
The above shot shows defeated the Jaysees San Fran hurdle races, the latter in the
slopes. In other words, this has DOUBLE WINS
fleet-footed
JACK HAN cisco and Menlo, 74-70-7, in a tri shot put and discus throw.
just been a subtle way of repeat
Jack Hanner, Keith
NER
as
he
won the half- angular meet Friday and jour FIRST PLACES
ing once again to the skiing fra
Slaughter, and Dean Gay were
neyed to Placer Wednesday to
The meet again showed the
ternity, that we're all set to have double winners. Slaughter di- mile in 3:02.3 in the Chico
knock the props out from under power of the Tiger first-place
a 7 u-month season this year.
State
meet
in
Baxter
Stadi
vided scoring honors with Aggie
the Spartans, 82^-39^
winners. Twelve of fifteen events
Forbes; both men won two um last Tuesday. Trailing CLEAN SLATE
were won by Bengals; whereas
TALKING about late spring
HANNER
is
veteran
Wild
events, placed second in a third
skiing Johnnie Ellis, the rope for thirteen points.
The win gave the Cubs a per only live seconds and seven thirds
cat HERM COSTAS.
tow king of Donner summit,
fect
record for the season as it were registered. Indicative of the
Slaughter took a fast-closing
told me Sunday "I've skiied as
has
thus
far progressed, and rais Pacific power was the cleansecond in the 100-yard dash,
ed
their
stock
no little in the tab sweep registered in the discus
late as July 15 here at the
came back immediately to win
ulation of the coming N. C. J. C. throw.
summit." Well, all I gotta
the quarter, and later took the
Howard Greenman, former
C. meet, in which Sacramento is
say is umm-umph!
two-twenty.
Hanner spreadJaysee star and holder of the
favored.
eagled the field in the 880 and
low hurdle record, took two
Only double winner in the
IF you, my readers (my Mother
mile runs. In winning the
seconds for the Wildcats. He
two meets was Charley Blackand I) remember in the last is discus, Gay unloosed a toss for
was nosed out In the century
Chris Kjeldsen's C. O. P. rac weil, who walked away with
sue before we left for Easter 137 feet 7 inches; he also took
by Keith Slaughter, who put
quet swingers took the second the quarter-mile and the low
vacation I dropped a hint here the shot pnt.
on a whirlwind finish several
meet of a vigorous week's sched hurdles in both engagements.
and there along the line that
yards from the tape. Slaughter
was going to SUN VALLEY, EARLEY EARLY
ule as they trounced the Cal Ag NEW RECORDS
immediately ran and won the
well, er, dm. I didn't go. BUT,
The other Tiger first came gies 5-2 on the Pacific courts
In the Frisco-Menlo meet four quarter.
I've read more literature, looked with Dave Earley"s surprising
Following is the complete sum
school records fell. Bill Tibbs
Wednesday afternoon.
at more pictures, viewed more win in the two-mile run. Earley
made a new mark in the javelin, mary:
The
Tigers,
who
managed
to
scenery than an honest-to-good- set the pace for the first seven
Pres Peek in the high hurdles, SUMMARY
nees visitor, so, if any 'ya kids laps, kept his stride when passed get a tie out of the Chico meet Philp in the shot, and Sullivan
Yesterday's summary:
wanta know 'nutin' about the by Mustang Hargraves, and out- because they were unable to in the discus.
Mile run—Moore (C), Hanner (P)#
Koatiz
(C). Time, 4:33.
jernt ask me. (The only walk sprinted him in the final 100 round up a full team, played their
Stan Cooley, turned around at
100-yard dash—K. Slaughter (P),
ing, talking, self-appointed mem yards. His time of 10:50 was entire first squad and were never Placer to beat Peek and his rec Greenman (C), Pursel (P). Time,
ber of the Sun Valley Chamber good considering the wind and seriously threatened by the far ord. He Iowereed the mark in 10.1.
440-yard run—K. Slaughter (P)„
Whited (C), Conaway (P). Time,
of Commerce in captivity.)
the condition of the track.
51.5.
mer team. They lost only one of the high barriers to 15.7.
120-yard high hurdles — Nikkei
Hurdler Bob Nikkei took sec
Biggest surprise of the Placer
(P), Kelly (P), King (C). Time,
FATE, that's what I calls
onds In both barrier races. Ken the singles when Traphagen was meet was Lou Coward's inspired 15.5.5.
it—Monday eve the P. S. C.'ers
880-yard run—Hanner (P), Kostiz
Rogers took a second in the defeated by Hapgood of the Ag race in the quarter-mile. Sup
(C), D« Puy (C). Time 2:02.3.
held their annual dinner, barposedly, decidedly out of train
broad jump, a third in the pole gies 6-2, 6-2.
220-yard dash—K. Slaughter (P)t
b-quing half a moo-cow and the
On the winning side for the ing, Louie ran hard on the heels Whited (C). Conaway (P.) Time,
vault. Vern Schmidt chased
23.3.
Tigers was Hutcheon over of Blackwell to take an easy sec
the Zuckerman estate. Food
Gay In both the weights for
220.yard low hurdles—Nikel (P)«
was stacked so high around, two thirds; Vern Warkentin com Brown 6-0, 4-6, 7-5. Hunefeld ond in the fine time of 52 seconds Greenman (C), Thompson (C). Time,
25.9.
that the club gormants laid on
Two-mile run—Hanlon (C), Witter
pleted the scoring with a sec over Johnson of the Aggies 6-3, fiat
(C), Earley (P). Time, 10:11.2.
6-2, Spindt over Jones of the
their respective backs and
ond in the javelin.
Pole vault—Hoffman (C), first
OAKES GOOD
Aggies 6-4, 6-3, and Trczi.se of
Buckley (C). Rogers (P), Dolce
screamed cause they couldn't eat
Don
Oakes
execnteed
another
(C),
tie for second. Height 12 feet
SUMMARY
Pacific over Pedder 6-2, 6-2. The
It all. And where was I? Sixty
5 inches.
Javelin—Warkentin (P). Hoffman
Following is the complete sum doubles were split, with Paci outstanding performance in the
miles away eating a cheese
(C), Gay (P). Distance, 173 feet, 2
fic's number one squad of half-mile, running the event in inches.
sandwich, was I burned.
mary:
the excellent time of 2:02.3. Oakes
Shot put—Dave Gay (P), Dean
Mile—Hanner (P), Safrehorn (C), Hutcheon taking Brown and
Gay (P). Harrk (C). Distance, 45
Penfield (C). Time, 4:551.
Johnson 6-3, 7-5, and Hapgood was closely followed by Hunt, feet % inches.
AT Tuesday's assembly awards
100 yards—Forbes (C). K. Slaugh
Broad Jump—Rogers (P), Pursel
Fitschen (C). Time, 51.3.
and Jones of the Aggies defeat who barely beat out the Spartan (P),
Were made for the ski meet held ter110(P).high
Strong (C). Distance, 21 feet
hurdles—Gurney
(C),
ing Spindt and Traphagen 6-3, ace for second place.
11 inches.
late last month. Individual cups Nikkei (P). Heeo (C). Time, 16.
As
usual,
indomitable
weight
Discus—Dave
Gay P), Schmidt
mile—Earley (P). Hargraves
6-0.
went to Bettygene Otto and Don (C,Two
(P), Dean Gay (P). Distance; 128
McFarland (C). Time, 10:50.
man A1 Philp and Don Sullivan feet
inches.
8S0 yards—Hanner (P), Hatch (C)
aulson. Medals were given to
were not even pressed in their
High jump—Kelly (P). King (C)„
(C). ime, 2:05.
Dawn Zuckerman, Doris Guern Gray
Slaughter (P). tie for first.
220
yards—K.
Slaughter
(P).
events. The shot was won at C.
Height,
5 feet 3 inches.
Forbes
(C),
Fitschen
(C>.
Time,
sey. Bill Schedler, Tom Tucker,
Relay—Forgeit to Pacific.
43
feet
6
inches,
and
the
discus
Martin Locke and Sandy Ather- 23.7.
220 low hurdles—Gurney Cp)> Nik
at 130 feet 3 Inches. Sullivan
,on. Oh yeah! as usual I got Vpi fP) Hecox (C). Time, 24.6.
The intercollegiate swimming
even took a little time to enter
Javelin — Watts (C). Warkentin
THERT
RE
tssy
bronx cheer.
(P), Johnson (C. Distance, 188 feet,
the high jump, and miraculous record for 60 yards made in a 20
11po"ehvauIt—Nitta (C), ^slle (C).
ly emerged with a tie for sec yard pool is held by Waldemar
Hai Roach pr esents
tie for first; Rogers (P)
Tomski of Michigan at 28.6.
ond place.
co nCC levelin£ effects of the Height. 12 feet.
TUohards
High jump—Leslie <C>. Richards
' rn loan program have moved
(C) and Oliver (C) tie
tirf cen*er °I U. S. hog produc- Height, feet, 11 inches.
Shotput—Dean
Gay (P).
* eastward, Iowa State college
Tolly (C) and Schmidt (P) tie
e*Perts say.
for * third Distance,44 feet. 1 inch.

Aggies
Conquer
Tigers

WINNER

ii

; J.C. Cubs
Win Two
Meets

T
1
f
'

*.: i5

•
J: I 4'

}|

CALIF. AGGIE
NETMEN LOSE
TO TIGERS

SIER Rfl

is a 25 yard reg-

Broad jump—Forbes (C), Rogers
>i Richards
(P),
Richards (C).
(C) Distance, 22 feet.
5 y, inches^
Tolley
Discus—Dean Gay (F),
(C), Schmidt (P). Distance, 137 feet.
7 inches.

TOPP ER1
; 4 i ; ikl
JOAN blondell

whh

Roland YOUNG • Biliie BURKE
GET

YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
B0B'S
2008

BARBER SHOP
PACIFIC AVE.

CO.

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

Bull" Durham
Campus Representative
10o X.

Our Products

AND

"WHERE YOU MEET EVERYBODY'

AT

Sutter

Dhone 4-4613

FORTY-NINE DRUG CO
Main * El Dorado. Ph.
Yooemite. Ph. t-SU*
Poplar
Everything to be found in •First-Class Pharmacy

St

JACK HDL
THEBREAT
PLANE
OBBERY-

.-•ssmb®CQLOMBlArlCT"*'-

0Ml. 1 .

THE CUB HOUSE

SERVING

448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

§ r

FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS
Operated by

—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

lAfY0'5*O?-- I'-1 RIEFE

: it

HEADQUARTERS

: Geo:/e 2UCCO DonaI d. MacBRlDfc

PalsyXtllY'Ca'

"Cub House"

VALLEY

FLORAL

Blue Ribbon Dairy

E d d i e (ROCHESTER) A N D E R S O N

P

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

I
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Tiger Tiger vs Frisco;
Tracks Both Squads Vie
By

JACK TOOMAY

STEPPING OVER imaginary
boundaries is not an unusual
thing to do for an average man.
Many of us have stepped over
imaginary state lines. Many of us
have stepped over the boundary
with girls and reecived a sincere
and righteously indignant slap
on the kisser. But there is one
boundary, prevalent in this world
which very few of us ever have
the good fortune of stepping over.
Tomorrow afternoon one Wesley
Miller will take that exceptional
step. The step from small time
competition to big time. Tomor
row Miller, heretofore a little
guy, will become a big guy.
PERHAPS THERE in faint curi
osity in your minds as to the man
ner in which Wes Miller will do
this so-called stepping. This is
the way. Saturday afternoon
about three o'clock Miller will toe
the starting line in the mile run
with the cream of California run
ners. He will commit this drama
tic act in the Los Angeles Memo
rial Coliseum under the eyes of
several
thousand
spectators.
When the gun goes off, he will
catapult out of his holes, a rep
resentative of the Olympic Club
track team as they vie with the
inhuman runners of U. S. C.
IF IT WERE you that was about
to do this running your heart
would be weighted down with woe.
But Miller's isn't. Miller knows
how good he is. And he knows
how good the other guys are.
He's ready for anything. Miller
says, "I'll tag on the heels of the
gentleman who is leading. I'll fin
low in his footsteps until we
come down the home stretch to
the finish line. After that he'll
follow in my foot steps." Miller
has stepped over this invisible
boundary into a strange new
world. But it doesn't scare him
very much. It isn't so awful to
be a big timer.
THE FUNNIEST thing about the
Lodi High athletes is the name
they go under when they com
pete: The Flames. From there,
however ,the humor comes to a
startling dead end. Because any
one who has ever competed ag
ainst Lodi High school knows
that there is nothing funny about
the walloping they give you. The
Flames have given so many
teams so many wallopings so
many times in so many different
sports, that it's kind of nice to
watch them beaten once in a
while. One of these once in a
while will occur next Tuesday
afternoon when the Lodi Swim
ming team will receive a drub
bing at the hands of our fine
Jaysee swimming team. There
fore if you don't like Lodi, we
recommend that you come and
watch this flaming debacle of
their invading forces.
ON THE OTHER HAND, if you
do like Lodi you can come too.
Because the mainstays of our
Jaysee swimming team are all
from Lodi. Anyway you look at
it Lodi will be present, presenting
their varied aquatic talents which
were acquired, it is presumed,
not from hard training or fishy
ancestors, but from constant ab
sorption through the mouth, the
nose, the pores, and even the eyes
of a sweet, deeply-colored, eneergy giving liquod.

Tuesday Here
Cubs Rest While COP
Takes On Staters

In the last of their dual encounters, the Pacific
varsity track squad travels to San Francisco this after
noon to meet the San Francisco State team. Next Tues
day the Jaysees and Bengals engage the Modesto J. C.
Pirates in a triangular meet in Baxter Stadium.

Competition in the state meet*
will be keen, both squads having
defeated the Chico Wildcats by TWINKLETOES
the same margin. In addition, the
Caters will have the advantage
of running on their own field—
Kezar Stadium.
LORENSKY GOOD
Pacing the City squad is Dis
tance Ace Lorensky, who is cap
able of giving Jack Hanner a run
in the mile; however, the latter
should take the half mile. Gater
sprinter McCarthy may take
Keith Slaughter in the two short
dashes, but the Porterville flash
is favored over Crane and Purdom in the quarter.
Weight men Dean and Dave
Gay and Vern Schmidt will be
pressed in both the shot put
and discuss throw by Stein.
State work horse Otis will give
Bob Nikkei a battle in the high
hurdles. He has cleared the high
barriers in 15.S; in addition he
throws the javelin 150 feet, pole
vaults twelve feet and runs the
low hurdles.

JOHNSON STARS
Another fast run will be the
mile with Hanner, who ran his
fastest mile in placing second in
the Chico meet, Runcie, Pope and
Modesto milers Wyland Cripe and
Eustace Rojas all capable of bet
tering 4:40.
Stars on the visiting squad
is former Oakdale high flash
EM Johnson. This diminutive
athlete has so far scored one
fourth of all the Modesto points.
He is capable of winning the
pole vault, javelin throw, and
GBAPEJUICE, unfermented . . .
broad jump. His best marks in
these events are 13 feet 6 in
ches in the vault; 23 feet 4 in
ches in the broad jump, and
OX PACIFIC AVENUE—
175 feet in the javelin.

LINDBERG'S

TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
For Satisfying Haircuts

Gridiron Tilt
Ends In Tie
On
BlockPDay
Alumni, Varsity Get
Gooseggs In Dull Game
After struggling mightily for four, hot and sweat
soaked quarters beneath a more than warm April sun
last Saturday afternoon, Coach A. A. Stagg s College
of Pacific '41 varsity had all they wanted to handle
when they held the alumni team to a 0-0 tie.
w iii-n
j
—+ q-he game was a climax and
feature event of the annual
Block "P" invitational sports day
honoring athletes from various
throughout the central California
junior colleges and high schools
area. ,
VARSITY SPARKS
During the first quarter the
varsity rode rough shod over
the alumni, but bogged down and
lost the ball on the grads 18 by
the pass route. Again during the
second quarter the Bengals came
close to the pay-off section, only
to get slapped down again on the
old men's 14 yard line. Here Vern
Schmidt, winner of the Stagg
place kick trophy tried his spe
cialty, but failed.
With the opening of the sec
ond half of the ball game the
Alumni poured on the steam,
but fizzeled out when Dale
Halbert's pass was intercept
ed by the Hilt midget, Ollie
Alphonse, who ran it back to
mid-field to end the only scor
ing threat made by the alumni.
FEAST
The grand finale of the day
was the "Bengal Huddle" dinner
held in the dining hall, with short
speached by all coaches on the
athletic staff of the college.
During the evening indivi
dual medals, donated by Coach
Stagg for outstanding work in
the afternoon game were pre
sented to Passer J. Camicia;
best receiver, V. Warkentin;
best blocker, T. Oleta; best
tackier, H. O. McWilliams; best
run G. Miller.

SMALL SQUAD
The high jump should be close
with Clare Slaughter, Walt Kel
ly, and Stater Cox up five feet
ten inches. Haron of S. F. has
bettered Dave Earley's two mile
time by thirty seconds; however,
the slight Lodi sophomore may
beat Schwab, the second Gater
distance runner.
Chief weakness of the Tiger
squad will be its smallness of
numbers. Approximately fifteen
men will make the trip, which
grantnig a majority of first
places to the Tigers, still leaves
the San Francisco aggregation
with almost undisputed posses
sion! of the second and third
place points.
TUESDAY MEET
The triangular meet next Tues
day will afford students a chance
to view competition between the
members of both local institu
tions. Also, the strength of the
Pirates will make the meet close,
with possible school records in
the offing.
Feature race of the meet will
be the quarter mile dash, with
Keith Slaughter and Charlie
Blackwell running against Pi
rate Harold Anderson. Unoffi
cially, both Slaughter and
Blackwell have already run
close to 50 seconds flat this
season; both consistently hit
51.

IL 25, 1941

AWARDS
Stagg's trophy awards for
competition during the entire
spring practice sessions went to
passing J. Camicia, J. Brown,
place kicker Vern Schmidt, C.
Ward. A special award for loyal
ty, co-operation and fine spirit
was presented to Les Dow.

NEVADANS
INVADE
STOCKTON
With two meets already played
this week, Pacific's Mardi Gras,
weary tennis team will play I'"'1'
third tomorrow
when they mee
the University of Nevada on t e
Pacific courts.
.
The Tigers will be trying: to
make it two iii a row after tnei
win over Chico Wednesday. ^ ^
Nevadan's boast a fairly str°n°
In the top view are CHARLIE BLACKWELL and squad and the meet will be a to=>
KEITH SLAUGHTER anticipating their dual Tuesday. up until the final point. Playing
for the Tigers will be Hutcheon,
In the lower view is JACK HANNER besting HERM Traphagen, Hunefeld, Trezise an
KOSTIZ of Chico in a 2:02.3 half-mile run.
Spindt.

Bill Tibbs may be able to dent
this 144-pounder's scoring by sev
eral points.
Sam Steers, brother of the farfamed Les, is another big gun in
the Pirate attack; early in the
season he took three firsts against
the Cal frosh.
The meet starts at 3:00 p. m.
with the mile run scheduled
STEERS, ALSO
for 3:30. This is the final meet
The combined efforts of Ken for the Bengals until the Far
Rogers, Doc Pursel, Vern War- Western conference meet two
kentin, Ray Stacy, A1 Dauth and weeks from tomorrow.

Headquarters

SPALDING TENNIS RACKETS
YOLLAND S. JOHNSON
RACKETS RESTRUNG

"Your Sporting Goods House"
312 E. WEBER AVE.

